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Abstract 

Humans are cognitively limited and make errors, yet the modeling of diffusions through social 

networks assume they do not. Results across 3 studies suggest that 1) the format of the 

communication impacts the process of error accumulation, 2) the presence of human beings 

attempting to correct flawed communications generates mutant forms of the original contagion, 

and 3) the nature of the network structure itself impacts the process of error accumulation. These 

findings indicate that the ability of real world diffusions to fully cross and saturate a given 

network is likely over-estimated. Further, the process of error accumulation during diffusion 

events can generate competing forms of the original contagion. Last, particular attention should 

be paid to the very nature of the structure through which a given contagion is spreading.  
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1: Background and Introduction 

Before continuing to the background and introduction, it is important to give credit where 

credit is due. This research program—the examination of error accumulation in network 

diffusions—is an ongoing collaboration between myself and Dr. Matthew E. Brashears 

(Department of Sociology, the University of South Carolina). As such, the general theory and 

ideas are the products of collaboration. Study 1 of this dissertation is a joint endeavor, with the 

resulting paper about to go to press. Studies 2 and 3, while drawing on the same shared 

background theory and logic, work to extend our understanding of error in diffusion by 

considering new means of data collection, and new network structures. Studies 2 and 3 were 

conceived, conducted and analyzed by the author.   

The network paradigm is increasingly prevalent within studies of management, 

organizations, and social movements (Borgatti & Foster, 2003). A substantial subset of that work 

examines network contagions
1
, or the tendency for ideas, beliefs, and behaviors to spread 

through and between networks, both organizational and human social networks (e.g., Centola 

2010, 2011; Coleman, Katz and Menzel 1966; Montanari and Saberi 2010; Rogers 2003; Wang 

and Soule 2012).  Models of diffusion have been used to explain organizational performance and 

innovation from patent production, new policy adoption, and culture (Ilinitch, D’Aveni, & 

Lewin, 1996; Kale et al, 2000; Kogut, 2000; Oliver, 2001; Powell et al., 1996) as well as 

information and knowledge sharing (Kogut, 2000; Oliver, 2001; Powell et al., 1996). Common to 

all of these studies is a focus on information transfer between two entities.  

                                                 
1
 The term “contagion” can refer either to a thing that spreads between individuals, or to the process of spread itself. 

Diffusion, more generally, refers to the overall process.  
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For dyadic contagion to occur, one party must receive information (e.g., via 

communiques and behavioral observation) pertinent to the idea or behavior in question.  To show 

that behavior or belief to another, one party must then transfer this information to the target 

(again, for instance, via behavioral demonstration, communique). At any of these points, errors 

can occur; individuals can misunderstand each other due to human cognitive limitations or they 

can misinterpret the information they receive.  Despite the likelihood of these errors, existing 

research treats the “nodes” in social networks—the individuals—as perfect relays rather than as 

fallible people (Travers & Milgram, 1969; Lundberg, 1975; Wattds, Dodds, & Newman, 2002; 

Christakis & Fowler, 2007; Lewis, Gonzalez, & Kaufman, 2012; Carley, 1991; Centola & Macy, 

2007; Barash, Cameron, & Macy, 2012; Rodriguez, 2014), leaving many key questions 

unanswered. 

Indeed, theoretical and empirical research in social psychology, behavioral economics, 

cognitive psychology, evolutionary psychology, management science, and neuroscience 

indicates that the core assumption of contagion models—the perfect relay of information 

between actors in a network—is nigh impossible (Frank, 1988; 1996).  It was Simon (1947) who 

first set forth a model of bounded rationality wherein human beings are considered not as perfect 

information processors but as cognitive misers and cognitive optimizers.  In short, bounded 

rationality rests on the assumption that non-trivial human constraints exist regarding the 

reception, storage, retrieval, and transmission of information.  Individuals, in large part due to 

their limited cognitive abilities, operate largely on heuristics where quick and dirty computations 

are the norm. Continued research on bounded rationality has taken many forms, and includes 
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work on cognitive biases and decision heuristics (Tversky & Kahneman, 1972), as well as the 

emotional biases that can distort cognitive processes (for a review, see Angle, Connelly, Waples, 

& Kilgyte, 2011).  As Jones (1999) notes, there is no longer any “doubt about the weight of the 

scientific evidence” (p. 38) concerning human rationality: the general expected rationality model 

once utilized by psychology, economics, and organization studies is not supported in the lab or in 

the field.  From the lab, he notes, “comes failure after failure” (p. 31) when rational behavior 

models are put to the test.  In organizational settings, too, results appear no more promising, as 

there is “scant to zero” (p. 32) evidence that employees or managers behave in line with classical 

rationality models.  

To understand how the idea of bounded rationality impacts the transmission and 

reception of information—thus significantly impacting diffusion events—one need look no 

further than the children’s game of telephone. In this game, composed of a simple linear graph, 

the first child is given a message to whisper into the ear of another child. This child, in turn, must 

repeat that same message to the child next to her. This process continues until the end of the 

graph has been reached—and the message is often far different than its original form. The source 

of this corruption stems from the requirements of perfect relay fidelity and the limits of the 

human mind
2
. In this case, the first child must encode the original message, retrieve it accurately, 

and communicate it with zero phonetic error to the next child. Further, this must all be done 

while the exterior environment presents various processes vying for the cognitive attention of the 

child (random noise, conversations by others, etc.). The next child, then, must also function in an 

                                                 
2 Children also likely exaggerate errors for comedic effect. 
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identical manner if she is to perfectly encode the message, retrieve it, and pass it along. Indeed, 

in their seminal work on the process of communication, Shannon and Weaver (1948) imply that 

perfect information transmission requires a sender with one hundred percent fidelity, a medium 

or message format that does not allow for corruption, a receiver who perfectly encodes the 

message with no distortion, and an environment that does not interfere in any way with the 

transmission process. These conditions are difficult to meet, and as the simple game above 

suggests, even the simplest contagion process is easily corrupted.  One can imagine how, in a 

real-world setting, a message sender can be distracted or biased or the message format does not 

convey perfect information (email, for example, lacks all visual and vocal components of normal 

face-to-face interaction) or the receiver suffers from the same problems as the sender or the 

environment contains distraction.  

2: Objectives  

The goal of this research is to account for the human element present in diffusion and 

contagion processes.  Put differently, this work investigates how human limitations in perfectly 

receiving and transmitting information result in the accumulation of error throughout the 

contagion process. For theoretical and methodological reasons, previous research has assumed 

no possibility of error in contagion processes (Milgram, 1961; Centola, 2010; 2011).  In contrast, 

this work extends existing work on diffusion by placing error at the forefront. In short, it is 

asserted that bounded rationality and the error it generates during diffusion events are inherent in 

diffusion processes and carry significant and predictable consequences for network theory.   
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 In addition to attempting to understand and quantify the process and consequences of 

error accumulation during contagion events, this project also examines other factors that interact 

with the basic process of error accumulation. First, this project explores the impact that message 

format has on predicting diffusion events. Despite the likely important role that format plays in 

diffusion events, it has not been studied in the context of network contagions.  

A number of researchers interested in contagion processes have called for greater 

theoretical and empirical attention to be given to the process of error accumulation—from the 

“Originator of Information Theory” Shannon, (1948), to more contemporary researchers such as 

Rodgers (2002), and Strang and Meyer (1998). Yet, their calls have largely have been ignored. 

The current work heeds that call by examining how the accumulation of error throughout a 

diffusion event differs when that source material is formatted as Standard English, or as Internet 

Pidgin/Text messaging pidgin. These comparisons are especially pertinent given the increasingly 

prevalent use of abbreviated English (Internet/Text pidgin) in both the workplace (Smith & 

Jones, 2013; Jones & Barbosa, 2012), and in general everyday life (Donnel, 2011; Annara & 

Walker, 2004).  

 A second goal stems directly from the first--the quantification of error produced during 

organizational and social contagions as it results from human cognitive limitations. While actors 

are cognitively limited in their ability to accurately send and receive communications, they are 

nonetheless capable of restructuring and adding meaning to garbled and corrupt communications. 

Indeed, individuals and organizations look for meaning in the world around them--from 

behaviors to speech to written text (i.e., Blumer’s symbolic interactionism, 1962; 1971; 1973; 
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Weick’s organizational sense-making, 1995; Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978). Given this tendency, it is 

likely that individuals will construct meaning in flawed communications.   

However, as noted by Shannon, “it is not in general possible to reconstruct the original 

message or the transmitted signal with certainty by any operation on the received signal, 

[emphasis original]” (Shannon 1948: 398). In other words, absent additional information, an 

attempt to correct errors detected in a message, only may be partially successful.  That is, the 

repair has only altered the original communication into something similar, but different. Similar, 

but different is key—the repair has effectively masked the mutation such that a receiver would 

have no idea the message was flawed to begin with. This process then, in theory, continues for 

the next message recipient, and so on and so forth. Thus, the interaction of cognitive limitations 

in the process of receiving and transmitting information coupled with individuals’ tendency to 

actively look for meaning and pass along meaningful communications may very well generate 

new forms of the original contagion.   

As is elaborated further in this dissertation, and as initial collaborative work with 

coauthor Matthew E. Brashears demonstrates, when individuals are unaware of the original 

contagion, and thus cannot compare it to the version they are currently seeing, they are unlikely 

to recognize that they are viewing a mutant form
3
. Unaware, they will pass along the new version 

and it will roam about the network where it competes with the original form of the contagion for 

peoples’ attention and interest.  Indeed, the idea that diffusion events can change over time was 

touched upon by Rodgers when he discussed the concept of reinvention (2012). While Rodger’s 

                                                 
3 The presence of slight, but not drastic errors in the communique could alert the receiver that they are viewing a 

potentially mutated form of the original contagion.  
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theory understands reinvention to be a purposeful act wherein the received information is 

“changed or modified by the…” (p. 108) potential receiver, it is suggested here that reinvention 

can result from overt attempts at imitation. Thus, as the title of this dissertation suggests, 

innovation and reinvention can occur from imitation.  

A third goal of this project is to understand what role network structure itself plays in the 

accumulation of error throughout a contagion event. That network structure is crucial to the flow 

of information in diffusion processes is recognized by many scholars, albeit without an emphasis 

on the way structure impacts error. Rodgers (2003) defines network structure as a social system, 

which is composed of “...a set of interrelated units engaged in joint problem solving to 

accomplish a common goal” (p. 231). And because diffusion occurs within a social system, it 

necessarily occurs within a structured social system--or, as Rodgers (2003) states “...the 

patterned arrangements of the units within a system (p. 231). Thus, one must pay attention to the 

very arrangements of the ties between actors or firms to properly understand the way in which a 

diffusion event will unfold. Arguably, the same logic holds for understanding how error will 

accumulate during a diffusion event.  

A fourth goal of this project to develop and implement a stable software program that 

allows for the easy collection and analysis of data related to information decay. As discussed in 

sections to come, one of the primary reasons work of this variety has not been attempted is the 

sheer trouble and inefficiencies associated with data collection and analysis. To this end, in 

collaboration with Dr. Matthew E. Brashears, I have contracted out, and assisted in, the creation 

of automated software capable of leveraging crowdsourced populations. Currently, the software 
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package allows for N size networks of arbitrary structure. This software is largely funded by the 

Department of Defense.  

Last, and related to the fourth contribution, is the continued use of crowdsourcing 

techniques to efficiently gather data. As suggested in Studies 2 and 3, using online populations 

such as Mechanical Turk result in data that is consistent with findings achieved via more 

traditional sources such as the laboratory.  

3: Theoretical Contributions 

By considering 1) the role that error plays in network diffusion events, 2) the manner in 

which information format impacts the accumulation of error, 3) how network structure interacts 

with error accumulation to increase or retard the error process, 4) how attempts to repair 

information error impact the diffusion processes, and 5) how modern data collection techniques, 

coupled with custom software, can allow new and more complex network-oriented questions to 

be asked, this program of study will contribute to the fields of management and organizational 

behavior, network theory, and studies of diffusion processes. In addition, this research also has 

significant practical implications for organizations and managers alike.  

In contrast to work that views distortions in contagion processes as intentional acts 

designed to gain advantage (e.g., Athanassiades 1973; Gaines 1980; Lee, Padmanabhan, and 

Wang 1997), we argue that corrupted diffusions can occur in the absence of intention, and 

regardless of whether those intentions are nefarious.  Good faith attempts at preserving 

information during reception and transmission can lead to corruption, and in fact, may increase 

the likelihood that a given communication mutates.  
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Conventional diffusion research suggests (Barash, Cameron, & Macy, 2012; Christakis & 

Fowler, 2012; Centola & Macy, 2007) that diffusions either die out and are removed from the 

graph, or fully saturate the network in their original form. This is because current diffusion 

theorizing does not take into consideration human limitations in reception and transmission 

processes. An actor is exposed to a contagion, receives it perfectly, and transmits it with equal 

perfection. In contrast to existing perspectives on diffusion, this argument suggests that the 

likelihood of mutated information will result in a proliferation of messages, preventing any one 

message from saturating the network. Thus rather than a given diffusion simply dying off, or 

being omnipresent in the network, that diffusion mutates and multiple forms can emerge to 

occupy the same network. If this is the case for simple experimental networks, then the 

likelihood of this in even more complex structures will be greater, as there will be more 

opportunities for error corrections. As a result, even in graphs with numerous shortcuts and 

jumps that allow the easy dispersion of information (i.e., small world networks), it is unlikely 

that a singular belief or behavior can fully saturate the network in its original form. 

Information mutation represents an important engine for the generation of new 

organizational and social beliefs and behaviors without the need for humans attempting to be 

overtly novel or innovative. Because contagions can be radically altered by failed repairs, they 

can inadvertently transform into new ideas, beliefs, or behaviors that may then spread on their 

own. Further, this work suggests how diversity can be maintained even in the face of pressure to 

reach conformity (e.g., Friedkin & Johnsen 2011); the tendency for contagions to diversify 

prolongs the time required for a network to reach consensus. Indeed, the very small world graphs 
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that typify human and organizational interaction likely further increase the time required for 

network consensus. That is, the many hops and skips (i.e., transmissionreception events) 

present in small world graphs suggest that error and mutation are powerful forces which keep 

any one idea or behavior from dominating. This work suggests that new ideas, beliefs, and 

behaviors can be generated in the absence of overt attempts at being creative or novel—rather, 

the processes inherent to human communication of information will, at random, generate new 

forms of information.  

Further, existing network theory suggests that a given diffusion event can easily cross 

from one side of a network to the other (i.e., Travers & Milgram, 1969; Christakis & Fowler, 

2007). This research suggests that estimates of practical reachability—e.g., the six degrees of 

separation between any two people—are likely underestimated when it comes to diffusion 

events. This is because mutation impedes effective communication; the information that arrives 

at one side of the network can be quite different from the information that departed from the 

other. Thus, while a contagion may reach across a network in 6 steps, there is no guarantee that 

the end state of the contagion is identical to its original form.  

4: Practical Implications 

The ultimate proof of our understanding of networks, and the diffusions and contagions 

that move through them, is reflected in our ability to control patterns of information flow. 

Indeed, this kind of work has already begun (Liu, Slotine, & Barabasi, 2011). Initial attempts to 

capitalize on diffusion processes have been met with limited success when using networks 

composed of human actors, though. It could be that the failure to quantify error accumulation, 
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and to take network structure into consideration may account for this. Thus, the practical 

implications of this work extend to many facets of organizational and managerial life.  From a 

marketing standpoint, the ability to selectively target areas of a network for product adoption 

would greatly minimize advertising costs while increasing the probability that a given good or 

service is adopted (for a discussion on this, see Centola & Macy, 2011). Similarly, firms must 

transmit key cultural values and practices to new employee (Rubineau & Gladstone, 

forthcoming).  Being able to selectively target critical nodes for this process would become a 

more realistic possibility if one could understand the ways in which the diffusion event is likely 

to change, and move, over time. While current theorizing suggests that targeting a central node in 

a firm will result in the dissemination of a new behavior or belief, current results show that this 

may only be partly true. If one doesn’t consider error accumulation as a potential process, then 

central nodes are adept at perfectly disseminating new information. However, if one does 

consider error accumulation, then targeting a central node as a starting point for a diffusion event 

can have quite the opposite outcome—the many points of information transfer between the 

central actor and her exterior ties provide increase the likelihood of flawed transmission. Further, 

even without any transmissionreception errors, this node could nonetheless color the original 

information in ways which correspond to her own personal biases, emotions, and expectations.  

As this dissertation title suggests, innovation and creativity can be generated without 

intention. This process can occur in mundane communication structures as error accumulates and 

humans restructure communiques to imbue semantic meaning. Given this, savvy managers and 

firms can intentionally structure communication networks in such a way as to promote the 
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likelihood that mutation and innovation occur, or conversely, structure networks in such a way as 

to minimize mutation and innovation and preserve the status quo.  

5: Bounded Rationality 

Prior models of human mental capacity—our cognitive power—viewed humans as 

limitless information processing machines, with extensive reasoning and processing power, 

boundless knowledge, and limitless amounts of time with which to make decisions (Kahneman, 

2003). Herbert Simon challenged these assumptions about human cognitive ability, instead 

painting a picture of individual decision makers as having finite processing power, very limited 

time to make decisions, and operating with access to insufficient information (1947; 1991; 

1987). Coining the term bounded rationality, Simon devised a model with two interlocking 

components: the limitations of the human mind, and the structure of the environments in which 

the mind operates.  Simon’s model (1947) states simply that models of human judgment and 

decision making should account for known limits to human cognition. Because of these 

limitations, humans must “…use approximate methods to handle most tasks.” (Simon, 1990, p. 

6). These methods include recognition processes that largely eliminate the need for information 

search, heuristics that guide information processing, and additional heuristics which dictate 

behavior based on the information that was processed. Because these methods are adapted to 

work well enough—not perfectly—they sometimes are inadequate for the task at hand.  

5.1: Network Diffusion and Network Contagion  

Social contagions refer to opinions or behaviors that spread, intentionally or not, from 

person to person. Generally, the spread of social contagions is known as a network “diffusion” or 
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“contagion.” While all manner of entities may spread throughout a social network, relatively few 

are considered true “social contagions.” A more pointed discussion of what constitutes a social 

contagion comes from Schaefer (2007). Schaefer notes that information passing through a social 

network can be categorized in a 2x2 square composed of (yes/no) transferability, and 

duplicability. Transferability is a straight forward concept: a book is transferable as it can be 

given to one person, and then from that person, to another. In contrast, a hug from mother to 

child is non-transferable in that the hug itself cannot be passed on from that child to another 

person. Duplicability refers to whether a given piece of information can be copied. A rumor, or 

an electronic dissertation manuscript, can be held by multiple people at the same time. In 

contrast, a non-duplicable entity refers to an entity that must be given up during the process of 

transmission to another person. If I give a colleague a piece of art from my home, I cannot have 

that same piece of art myself. As noted, relatively few diffusion events are considered “true” 

social contagions, and this is because network researchers generally focus on only 1 of the 4 

possible cells: network diffusions that are composed of entities which are transferable and 

duplicable. Non-transferable entities effectively preclude network contagions, whereas non-

duplicable entities are not sustainable over time. Obvious counter-arguments exist, and point out 

the rough cut this approach takes to categorizing social contagions: a hard-copy book is a 

transferable, non-duplicable entity and thus not considered a true social contagion. Yet, the 

information contained within the book is both transferable and duplicable. Thus, it is important 

to consider the assumptions employed when one defines what is, and what is not, a social 

contagion. 
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 Social network research has strong roots in the work of Grabriel Tarde (1903). Tarde 

invoked many concepts and ideas that gave rise to more contemporary social network analysis as 

he sought to understand the dynamics of group cognition and group behavior. Further, the work 

of George Simmel (1908[1964], 1922[1964] examined the ties between disparate groups, and 

how individuals (now known as “brokers”) between groups can facilitate or hamper the flow of 

information. More modern forms of systematic analysis of network dynamics and diffusion 

began with the study of hybrid corn seed adoption (Ryan & Gross, 1943). Building on this work, 

Coleman, Katz, and Menzel (1957, 1959, 1966) investigated the spread of new antibiotics 

throughout medical networks. These researchers concluded that rather than relying on rational 

assessments of whether a new technology was useful, individuals were instead most influenced 

by the behavior of their peers (See, also, Burt, 1980; Van den Bulte & Lilien, 2011). From this 

point in time, research on network diffusion fanned out broadly and explored a wide variety of 

topics. Scholars have used board interlock structures to explain the spread of so-called “poison 

pills” (Davis, 1991), firm acquisition behavior (Haunschild, 1993), organizational structure and 

restructuring (Palmer, Jennings, & Zhou, 1993), and CEO pay patterns across time (Geletkanycz, 

Boyd, & Finkelstein, 2001).  Additional research has focused on recruitment in to activism 

(McAdam, 1986), and voting behaviors (Bond et al., 2012). Belief and behavior norms are 

heavily impacted by contagion processes (Friedkin, 2001; Friedkin & Johnsen, 1997; 2011). 

Indeed, some of the more popular research on network contagions has concerned the spread of 

health-related behaviors and beliefs such as fitness (Centolla, 2010; 2011), drug use (Kirke, 

2004; Mercken et al., 2010), obesity (Christakis & Fowler, 2007; however, see Cohen-Cole & 
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Fletcher, 2008a), and happiness (Fowler & Christakis; again however, see Cohen-Cole & 

Fletcher, 2008b). From an organizational perspective, substantial attention has been paid to the 

spread of innovation and new practices (Montanari & Saberi, 2010; Rogers, 2003). Indeed, the 

tendency of organizations to resemble “similar” others both in organizational form and function 

has been traced to network influence effects (Conell & Cohn, 1995; Davis, 1991; Holden, 1986; 

Soule, 1997; 1999; Strang & Soule, 1998; Wang & Soule, 2012). This review of network 

diffusion processes is by no means exhaustive—it is meant to be suggestive of the extremely 

wide variety of beliefs and behaviors which spread throughout social and organizational 

networks.  

 A fundamental question for diffusion researchers concerns the ability, and speed, by 

which contagions can cross social networks (Dodds, Muhamad, Watts, 2003; Lundberg, 1975; 

Pickard et al., 2011; Travers & Milgram, 1969; Watts, Dodds, & Newman, 2002). These 

researchers find that generally, contagions can cross networks relatively quickly. However, 

networks can be quite sizeable and contagions do not always take a geodesic from one end to the 

other (Albert, Jeong, & Barbasi, 1999; Golub & Jackson, 2010; Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 

2008). As such, the journey from one side of a network to the other can require many hops and 

stops—and is especially pertinent to the focus of this dissertation. If crossing a given network is 

often inefficient with many jumps from node to node, then the likelihood of 

transmissionreception errors becomes increasingly important to assume. Indeed, research also 

examines how the very nature of the network structure itself impacts the spread of diffusions. 

Granovetter, 1973; 1995) shows how weak ties can facilitate exposure to new information. In a 
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similar vein, Burt (1992) examines brokerage positions within networks and how they impact the 

accumulation of social capital. Additionally, Aral & Val Alstyne (2011) look at bandwidth of the 

relations--the information carrying capacity of the ties themselves. Turning the question on its 

head to some extent, some researchers have found that the nature of the contagion itself—

whether it is simple or “complex”—requires different types of structures and ties to spread 

efficiently (Barash, Cameron, & Macy, 2012). Further research has examined those more or less 

likely to be susceptible to contagions (Aral & Walker, 2012), as well as attempted to disentangle 

social influence patterns from homophily patterns (Aral, Munchnik, & Sundararajan, 2009; 

Lewis, Gonzalez, & Kaufman, 2012).  

 While existing research on diffusion is rich, and quite varied, one significant 

commonality is present: the continued omission of error. This occurs for three general reasons. 

First, work on the small-world phenomenon (Travers & Milgram, 1969; Lundberg, 1975; Watts, 

Dodds, & Newman, 2002) relied on an experimental design which instantiated a social contagion 

in the form of a message or letter. Effectively, this fixed communique locks the information in 

question into a form which can then be passed from person to person with no fear of error during 

transmissionreception. While this is surely convenient for the researcher, it is unlikely that 

most social contagions traverse real-world networks in such a stable format, or do so without 

relying on cognitive processes such as memory, or interpersonal communication. While work in 

the small-world phenomenon does find that messages occasionally fail to find their intended 

target, this is an extreme form of error and is binary. In these studies, a message either arrives or 

does not—there is not potential for the message to arrive, but to also have changed and mutated 
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throughout its travels. A second way in which error has been ignored as a possibility in diffusion 

research is that outcomes such as happiness were examined without consideration or measure of 

the behaviors which lead to this outcome (Christakis & Fowler), 2007). In other words, a running 

assumption hidden in this type of work is that each outcome has only one process when leads to 

it. However, feelings of happiness can be generated by a variety of behavioral and attitudinal 

processes. As a result of this, changes in the contagion processes which lead to a given outcome 

are not detectable so long as they lead to the same consequence. Last, theoretical work network 

diffusion often assumes, overtly or implicitly, that information is passed perfectly from person to 

person. While the exclusion of error in earlier studies is done for practical reasons (i.e., Travers 

& Milgram), here it is done for no obvious theoretical reason. In any of the 3 examples above, 

error is simply and conveniently ignored.  

5.2: Error in Network Diffusion and Contagion 

 Given the overwhelming evidence that humans are limited in their cognitive ability, it is 

only reasonable that error is taken to be a fundamental component of the research process 

itself—mistakes are made in research. However, what is less often considered and in turn, 

researched, are the errors occurring in the social processes under study themselves. These errors 

take many forms from interpersonal communication problems to failures to follow organizational 

protocols. And indeed, history shows that small errors can produce significant consequences. For 

example, in the Crimean War a small communication error led to a light brigade of 600 English 

soldiers walking into a slaughter (Raugh, 2004). More recently, a simple failure in conversion of 

Imperial measures to metric caused NASA’s Mars Orbiter Climate to impact the Martian 
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atmosphere and disintegrate (National Aeronautics and Space Admiration, 1999). More 

tragically, a failure to observe engineering concerns over the cold-weather durability of fuel tank 

o-rings led to the complete destruction of the Space Shuttle Challenger (National Aeronautics 

and Space Admiration, 1987). Errors, however small, happen and they can have severe 

consequences. The point is straightforward: even in small, relatively small and simple networks 

with relatively few opportunities for transmissionreception events to occur, noticeable error 

creeps into the system.  

The potential for error within social processes is particularly interesting when one 

considers social diffusion. If a given individual, for whatever reason, transmits a flawed (but 

plausible) contagion to another individual, then the contagion has effectively mutated. And this 

person, believing the contagion to be plausible, will in turn transmit to another individual. As 

these mutations pile up and accumulate over time, the entity contained in one part of the network 

may not resemble its parent contained in another part of the network. Further, individuals are 

unlikely to know when they are receiving a mutated contagion, even if they encounter said 

mutation at a latter point via a different network path. A good analogy for the above example is 

the children’s game of “telephone.”
4
 Just as a group of children whispering playful messages to 

one another can result in big changes to the message, social networks can also severely warp 

messages. And further, whereas children within the game expect to receive flawed communiques 

from their peers, adults in the real world do not. This only further exacerbates the problem of 

contagion mutation.  

                                                 
4
 Also known as “Chinese whispers,” “Grapevine,” “Pass the message,” “Whisper down the line,” “Broken 

telephone,” and numerous other names.  
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Contagions may either be informational (rumors, news, gossip) or behavioral (smoking, 

running, gaining weight)—both are equally subject to error. Informational error can result from 

flawed key inputs when typing, or from misinterpretations during interpersonal communications. 

And while observing and transmitting behavior may seem relatively easy on the surface, it is 

not—true behavioral mimicry is exceedingly rare and difficult (Byrne, 1995). In part, this is 

because accurate behavioral imitation invokes sets of complex symbolic meanings and norms 

which are largely context dependent (Goffman, 1959; 1967; Eliasoph, 1997). Timing itself is a 

component of accurate behavioral enactment (e.g., laughing at a funeral), and getting this 

component of behavioral mimicry incorrect can elicit negative and hostile responses (Milgram & 

Sabini, 1978; Milgram, Liberty, Toledo, & Wackenhut, 1986). Last, there are cultural 

components to enacting a behavior correctly—appropriate levels of intoxication often vary by 

culture, for example. Thus, above and beyond the purely cognitive barriers in contagion 

transmission, there are numerous cultural, temporal, and symbolic barriers which make accurate 

contagion transmission quite unlikely.    

The “small set of studies” that focus on error in the contagion process tend to center on how the 

failure of or the removal of particular nodes can affect the process (the removal of a terrorist cell 

leader, for example; Albert, Jeong, & Basabasi, 2000; Callaway et al., 2000; Iyer et al., 2013). 

That is, rather than examine how the content of the contagion changes and mutates, this research 

examines how the removal of parts of the network impact information flow. Aside from this type 

of research, the bulk of the remainder of work on diffusion error examines “distortion”—how 

individuals intentionally modify content in the information flow in an effort to produce favorable 
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outcomes for themselves or negative outcomes for others. Note that this is different from the 

kind of unintentional error proposed in this study.  

Research on distortion shows that individuals are likely to modify information for self-

gain when they feel insecure or threatened (Athanassiades, 1973) so as to help protect their 

professional or promotional opportunities. A lack of psychological safety or distrust in superiors 

is also linked to distortion attempts (Gaines, 1980). These forms of distortion take the form of 

“puffing” (emphasizing and embellishing one’s accomplishments) and withholding key pieces of 

information from competing parties (Gaines, 1980). At a global level, the gross impact of 

withholding is that different types of information are likely present in different parts of the 

network. Similar individuals may group together, and these similarities may drive patterns of 

information withholding. Mechanisms such as trust between parties, and homophily tendencies, 

likely underlay this process. Withholding is not just limited to individuals, as organizations 

engage in the same behaviors (Lee, Padmanabhan, & Wang, 1997).  

The insights this literature offers the present studies is limited in three ways: First, the 

this work is focused on intentional efforts to falsify information. A second issue with the 

distortion literature is that it relies on qualitative studies with relatively few participants. While 

such methods are valuable, they also rely on small, non-representative samples which make 

connecting their results to more general network processes difficult. Last, studies of distortion 

examine the immediate downstream effects of information manipulation—not the ways in which 

these behaviors impact processes throughout the entire network (however, see Lee, 

Padmanabhan, & Wang, 1997).  
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Largely, the remaining studies of error in network contagion are found in computer 

science, and they, too, consider errors to be noise rather than the focus of research. Leskovec, 

Backstrom, & Kleinberg (2009) developed an automated procedure for tracking short phrases, or 

memes
5
, as they travel throughout online networks. While the authors do note that the memes 

undergo forms of mutation, these changes are viewed as methodological hurdles to be overcome, 

rather than a focus of study itself. Similarly, Liben-Nowell, & Kleinberg (2008) examined chain 

letters and again, observed forms of mutation among the letters as they passed from person to 

person. Most relevant to the tracking of contagion mutation is the work by Simmons, Adamic, & 

Adar, 2011) who find that shorter phrases contained in print articles and blog posts are less likely 

to mutate than longer phrases.  

While the aforementioned studies all employ different perspectives and methods for 

tracking errors, they have a number of important similarities. First, all view changes in the 

diffusion process as a methodological hurdle, rather than an important and interesting subject of 

study in and of itself (for exception, see Adamic et al., 2014; Simmons, Adamic, & Adar, 2011). 

The result of this is that most if not all effort is put towards identifying and tracking a contagion 

despite error—rather than attempting to understand how error impacts the contagion and how, in 

turn, humans react to these errors. A second similarity held by these studies is the use of 

automatic text parsing algorithms which cannot distinguish changes in character structure from 

                                                 
5 Memes are more generally defined as self-replicating informational units analogous to genes (Dawkins 1976 

[2006]), and there is an interesting body of theory dealing with the competition among these replicators for memory 

space and attention (e.g., Blackmore 2001). Our work could obviously be applied to memetics, but we are not 

interested in how ideas compete with each other, but rather in how errors, and the efforts of human actors to correct 

those errors, impact the spread of social contagions. We therefore set aside discussion of issues of interest to meme 

theory for the present. 
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changes in meaning. For example, the sentence “Eric is a tall man who walked into the room.” 

would be recognized as “different” by the algorithms in use than the sentence “Into the room 

walked a tall man whose name is Eric.” While it is clear that significant changes in character 

content are likely associated with changes in semantic content, there are times when this is not 

the case. A third similarity held by the studies is the study of diffusion chains in naturalistic 

settings—often online archives. While this certainly produces large sample sizes (for quality 

concerns, see Lazer et al., 2014), it also requires that online repositories (blogs, news sites, 

tweets) contain chains that are easily identified as similar by whatever algorithm is in use. As a 

result of these limitations, these studies are based on large, biased samples consisting of 

messages which have changed—but only so far as the algorithms in play can recognize them as 

being from the same original contagion
6
. Finally, due to the naturalistic settings of these studies, 

small and discrete changes in the contagion cannot easily be observed. In the same vein, research 

suggests that online contagions are often spread both online and offline, preventing effective 

tracking of the diffusion as it mutates (Adamic et al., 2014). In sum, this stream of research is 

interesting and useful in its own right, but leaves many questions unanswered regarding how 

errors impact diffusion events within social networks.  

6: Theory and Main Hypotheses  

 We employ information theory as a framework for developing the main effect hypotheses 

which are directly investigated in Study 1. The next chapter attempts to replicate the results 

founds in Study 1 using a different metric of analysis and a different study population. Following 

                                                 
6 Dr Mor Namaan, Professor of Computer Science at Cornell University, once remarked to me that he typically 

excludes roughly 50% of his data due to this very problem. 
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this, a new type of network structure is explored (a lattice) and differences in information decay 

between linear and lattice networks are discussed.  

Information theory is rooted in the work of Claude Shannon (1948), who developed a 

method for quantifying the amount of information contained within a message—known 

ultimately as “Shannon Information.” Information theory begins by defining a set, which is the 

finite number of possible message that can be sent via communications channel (i.e., a tie). This 

number, or the monotonic function of this number, of messages within a set determine the total 

amount of information that is conveyed when the message is pulled from the set and transmitted 

to a given receiver. Here, the information conveyed is proportional to uncertainty reduction—as 

the number of messages in a set increases, so too does the uncertainty as to which of them will be 

selected for transmission. In this scenario, the more messages contained within a set, and the 

greater the uncertainty as to which message is chosen, the greater the amount of information 

contained within the chosen message.  

 Shannon information is perhaps easier to grasp when we view it as a cross word puzzle. 

If one considers all possible English phrases of the same length as the crossword puzzle phrase 

as the set of possible messages, then initially there are a great deal of possible messages and thus 

a great deal of uncertainty. With the first few letters filled in, the size of the allowable message 

sets reduces significantly—this indicates that the first few letters convey a great deal of 

information. Each additional letter inserted into the crossword message, then, conveys 

proportionally less information because the remaining set of possible messages has reduced. That 

each additional letter conveys less and less information is what allows phrases to be solved 
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despite some letters being absent—the allowable message set has been reduced to one, and other 

possibilities are not allowed.  

 Shannon Information logic can be applied to information content of language, too. In any 

given sequence of letters (phonemes), each additional letter (phoneme) resolves some of the 

uncertainty about what word is being spelled (or spoken). English, for example, is roughly 75% 

redundant, meaning that approximately three-quarters of the characters in a message can be 

removed without the “readability” of the message being drastically altered.  

 The main problem with employing information theory for the purposes of tracking 

changes in contagions across networks is that the meaning of a given message (semantic content) 

is distinct to, and independent from, the information of a message (Shannon, 1948; 379). To 

illustrate, Shannon generated a sentence that has the same information content as an English 

sentence of the same length (1948; 385):  

“THE HEAD AND IN FRONTAL ATTACK ON AN ENGLISH WRITER THAT THE 

CHARTACTER OF THIS POINT IS THEREFORE ANOTHER METHOD FOR THE 

LETTERS THAT THE TIME OF WHO EVER TOLD THE PROBLEM FOR AN 

UNEXPECTED.”  

 While the above sentence appears to resemble normal English, it is clearly not 

meaningful—one cannot simply infer that a message is meaningful simply because it is high in 

information content. Following Shannon’s lead, subsequent researchers tended to also neglect 

the meaningfulness of a given message (Castro & Liskov, 1999; Chen & Avizienis, 1978; 

Laprie, 1985; von Neuman, 1956; West, 1990), and as a result, we know very little about 

semantic error.  
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 While Shannon information cannot determine semantic content, it does serve as a useful 

jumping off point. When a particular message is redundant, or low in entropy, it utilizes more 

characters to identify the word or concept than is strictly necessary. Therefore, if there is some 

probability that an error will occur when a letter is keyed, or a phoneme spoke, then more 

redundant messages are more likely to contain errors than less redundant messages. While low 

entropy messages (high redundancy) are more likely to contain at least a single error, these 

higher levels of redundancy also mean that other letters or phonemes are present which can help 

the individual understand the intended meaning of the message. This cannot be said of higher 

entropy (less redundant) messages: omitting just a single crucial letter or phoneme may render 

the message unintelligible as no additional letters or phonemes are present to account for the 

missing information. From this, the first main effect hypothesis is generated. H1 is investigated 

directly in Study 1, and by proxy in Study 2:  

H1: Entropy/Redundancy Meaning Hypothesis: Errors will impact the semantic content 

of lower entropy message to a smaller extent than a higher entropy message.  

 With each transmission of a social contagion from person to person, there are 

opportunities for transmissionreception errors to occur. These errors can result in several 

different outcomes. The first outcome is likely the most intuitive one, and is termed “corruption.” 

Here, random error accumulates over time with each transmission and reception. Ultimately, the 

original contagion is left unintelligible. In a network with significantly high levels of corruption, 

the sentence “Buddy is a dog” decays over time to “Uddy is a og” and ultimately to a 

meaningless statement such as “ddy is a g.” Corruption is thus a simple and cumulative 
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degradation of a given contagion over time, and necessarily imposes an upper limit on the 

number of steps a meaningful contagion may take within a network before being dropped.  

 While the above scenario may seem intuitive, it is not the most interesting or likely 

scenario. Humans are aware of meaningfulness, and will likely not send along a message they 

know to contain a fatal error. In other words, if one receives “Buddy th doug” from a colleague, 

the presence of error is quite clear. The recipient may simply discard the message, concluding its 

meaning is not clear. The recipient might also engage in very human behavior, and attempt to 

correct the message by restoring what she believes is the intended meaning. Thus, while the 

individual receives “Buddy he doug,” she may reconstruct the message and transmit “Buddy the 

dog.” Therefore, when humans are able to correct the meaningfulness of a given message, the 

message will preserve its meaningfulness over time to a greater extent than when correction is 

not allowed. This logic leads to the second main effect hypothesis. H2 is investigated directly in 

Study 1, and by proxy in Study 2.  

 H2: Error Correction Hypothesis: Individuals efforts to correct error will work to 

preserve the semantic content of a message over multiple transmissions when compared to a lack 

of individual efforts to preserve semantic content
7
 

 While the ability of humans to correct flawed messages is surely useful, it is relatively 

limited. As Shannon notes (1948), any attempt to correct errors detected within a message, 

absent additional information external to the message itself, may fail. For example, the phrase 

“Buddy he doug” might be corrected to read “Buddy has Doug” which has a meaning distinct 
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from its original form. And because the new message is syntactically and grammatically correct, 

the mutation is effectively camouflaged. Thus, there is no sure-fire way for downstream 

recipients to know they are receiving a mutation unless they have access to information outside 

the message itself (context, personal knowledge of the sender, etc). Thus, while the presence of 

correction works to stabilize a contagion in the short run (H2), it will also give rise to periodic 

and dramatic failed correction attempts in the long run. Whereas corruption leads to a gradual 

and visible decay of the message over time, diversification generates quick, silent, and dramatic 

changes to the message which are grammatically and syntactically valid. This leads to the third 

main effect hypothesis. H3 is investigated directly in Study 1, and by proxy in Study 2.  

 H3: Diversification Hypothesis: Human efforts to correct error will tend to produce 

larger fluctuations in the semantic content of a message over multiple transmissions than will an 

absence of error correction.  

Existing work on behavioral and attitudinal adoption finds that the structure of a 

network—that is, the pattern of relational linkages between nodes—predicts whether a given 

node adopts a behavior or belief (Macy & Centola, 2012). In particular, this vein of research 

suggests that multiple sources of exposure to a new practice, belief, or behavior are required 

before the actor in question adopts the new practice. This is in contrast to more traditional 

models of diffusion and contagion where exposure to a single source of new information is 

sufficient for adoption.  This work strongly suggests that the structure of the network itself will 

impact the degree to which error accumulates, and the extent to which corruption or mutation 

occurs. 
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 More theoretically, this work argues that each transmissionreception event contains a 

probability for error. Different network structures contain differing amounts of 

transmissionreception events, wherein a given actor may receive two different forms of the 

original contagion, or may be exposed to the contagion at multiple times throughout the diffusion 

event. If error is, in part, a function of transmissionreception events, and structure impacts the 

amount of transmissionreception events available in a network, then it stands to reason that 

structure and error are intimately related.  

This project aims to explore, in totality, 6 types of network structure. While this 

dissertation explores linear and lattice networks, it may prove prudent to briefly discuss 

additional types of structures as this speaks to the wide breadth and practicality of 

structureinformation decay theory. The first type, as shown in Figure 1, is a simple linear 

graph. Here, the first participant sends a message to the second, who in turn sends a message to 

the third. Messages are directed, and each node receives and transmits a given message only 

once. This is, arguably, the most simple of possible graphs, and allows for baseline estimates of 

error accumulation to be made. This the first structure to be investigated in this dissertation. The 

second type of structure to be investigated is a parallel crossing network—otherwise known as a 

lattice structure (Figure 2). Here, messages pass through two parallel linear networks. After the 

first transmission, however, each node will receive 2 variations of the original seed sentence—

one from a predecessor in their own lineage, and one from a predecessor in the other lineage. 

This is an elaboration on the current linear graph, and allows for the estimation of how 

individuals respond to possibly conflicting versions of the same communication. The third type 
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of network to be investigated is a bi-directional ring (Figure 3). Here, nodes are arranged in a 

connected circle, with no central hub. Any given node can communicate with its direct neighbor, 

and any given communication must go through many transmissionreception events to reach 

the other side. Compared to the simple linear network, this graph has a connected end and 

beginning, and all ties are bi-directional versus uni-directional. The fourth graph of future 

inquiry is similar to the bi-directional ring—the only difference is that this graph has shortcuts 

(Figure 4). Here, nodes have shortcuts through which communications can avoid the numerous 

transmissionreception events present in the unmodified bi-directional ring. The fifth graph 

(Figure 5) of interest is a slight modification on graph 3. Here, a bi-directional ring is utilized, 

but with a central hub. This is akin to a staff member in a large department disseminating 

information to faculty who then speak amongst themselves. The next graph (Figure 6) to be 

investigated is known as a bi-directional lattice network.  Here, nodes are arranged on a grid 

surface, and are connected only to their immediate neighbors. As is typical in most research 

using lattice graphs, each node is connected to two neighbor nodes and has no shortcuts. Similar 

to the parallel graph, this network utilizes parallel sequences but increases their number while 

also introducing bi-directionality. The next graph to be analyzed mirrors the structure of the 

aforementioned, but introduces shortcuts (Figure 7). This is an elaboration on the lattice network, 

and allows for cross-network connections (thus reducing the number of steps a communication 

needs to cross the network). Figure 8 represents a directed hierarchy. Here, communications 

originate from a central, top-down source. Within each “level,” nodes can speak to one another, 

and then send communication down the line. This represents an organization with multiple tiers. 
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Last, a clustered unidirectional hierarchy (Figure 9) will be explored. Here, individual 

hierarchies (similar to units in a firm) are arranged on a graph. Individual nodes within hierarchy 

are able to communicate with similarly placed nodes from other hierarchies. This mirrors, to an 

extent, the communication patterns in large firms with multiple, autonomous departments.  

 Structure Research Question: How does the structure of the network impact the rate at 

which error accumulates, and thus, the extent to which information corruption or 

mutation occurs?  

To this end, the decay rates of information across linear networks, and parallel crossing/lattice 

networks are compared. These are contained in Table 4. 

The sections to come describe the general methods, experimental design, and analytic 

strategy by which H1, H2, and H3 are tested in Study 1 

7:  Linear Network Using Laboratory Population, Methods and Experimental Design 

Study 1 addresses H1, H2, and H3 using experimental methods. Unlike previous efforts 

in tracking error during diffusion processes (Adamic et al., 2014; Leskovec, Backstrom, & 

Kleinberg, 2009; Simmons, Adamic, & Adar, 2011), experimental methods afford a degree of 

control and precision not available in naturalistic studies. Because tracking the progression of the 

contagion mutation relies on linking all parent and child pairings, experimental controls are a 

must.  

 A social contagion is instantiated via series of ten sentences which participants had to 

read, remember, and retransmit (Figure 1). Specifically, this task resembles the movement of 

informational, online contagions keyed via a computer terminal, but should serve as a broad 
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demonstration of how all contagions change and mutate over time. The “seed” sentences (first 

node, Figure 1) were drawn from popular press books, ensuring each was not overly difficult to 

read or remember. Further, the word length of each of the ten sentences was kept roughly 

equivalent.  

 Participants entered the experiment, and after providing informed consent, were shown 

ten sentences. Each sentence was presented on the screen for five seconds, followed by a blank 

screen of five seconds. Participants were then asked to rekey the sentence they had just seen. The 

time limits were designed to resemble the limited time and cognitive resources available during a 

contagion process. Each subject, however, was given as much time as she needed to rekey each 

sentence. The reproduced sentence then became the next input stimuli for the next participant.  

The study used specially designed software engineered by a colleague. The software 

allows one to configure the type of network structure in which the messages were passed. For 

example, Study 1 used a network structure that was linear: a->b->c->d.  Here, ‘a’ is the first 

subject and receives the “seed” sentence. She then views and rekeys this sentence for the next 

participant (b) who sees her rekeyed sentence. B then transmits, to c, c to d, and so on and so 

forth (Figure 1, for an example of how a linear network works). The software utilized for this 

project allows the simulation of any type of network graph--lattice, hub and spoke, small world, 

scale free, and so on.  

For Study 1, messages were transmitted until they had been read and retransmitted across 

eleven rounds by different subjects at which point the software reset to the original seed 

sentences (i.e., the sentence presented to the first respondent in a lineage). In a linear network, 
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each node (starting from the left and moving to the right) represents a round. Thus, as depicted in 

Figure 1, Study 1 had eleven rounds. The experiment then repeated with new subjects, allowing 

one to essentially rewind the clock and produce multiple lineages using the same seed sentences 

and identical starting conditions. One is thus able to observe multiple outcomes of a diffusion 

process using the exact same starting conditions. 

Study 1 uses a linear network, and is crossed by message format manipulation. As 

previously discussed, message formats with low entropy/high redundancy require more 

characters to transmit a given idea, but should be more robust to error because the loss of any 

given character has minimal impact on meaning. Conversely, high entropy/low redundancy 

formats utilize fewer characters to transmit a given idea—effectively making each character 

within the sentence more important. Thus, the loss of any given character in this condition will 

impact message meaning to a greater degree. Here, Standard English is adopted as the low 

entropy/high redundancy format given that it is roughly 75% redundant (Shannon, 1950). Other 

forms of English, such as texting or internet pidgin use fewer characters to transmit the same 

information (“See you later” becomes “C u l8r”) and thus fit the definition of high entropy/low 

redundancy. In addition to working well as experimental instantiation, the use of internet pidgin 

is also becoming increasingly prevalent (Ito, Okabe & Matsuda, 2005; Ling, 2004; Lewis et al., 

2008; Lewis, Gonzalez & Kaufman, 2012; Salathe et al., 2013), thus making the study of it 

within the context of social diffusion interesting in and of itself.  

Undergraduate research assistants with experience in this method of communication 

independently converted the English stimulus sentences into text messaging pidgin form and 
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then resolved any disagreements to produce the final sentences. Message format was 

manipulated by presenting the same message either in Standard English (i.e., English condition) 

or in text messaging pidgin (i.e., Text condition), and subjects were instructed to retransmit the 

sentences in the same format as they were received. 

In the No Correction condition, participants were exposed to a series of ten sentences on 

a computer terminal and asked to reproduce each sentence exactly as seen. In the Correction 

condition, subjects were exposed to a series of ten sentences and asked to generate a sentence 

reproducing the intended meaning of each stimulus sentence rather than the exact text (i.e., 

paraphrase).  

For Study 1, participants were recruited from the student population of a large 

northeastern university using flyers and an electronic subject pool.  All subjects completed the 

experiment in a laboratory sitting at a prepared computer terminal. Subjects were not permitted 

to interact before or during the experiment if in the laboratory, and all subjects were informed 

that their compensation depends on the accuracy of their retransmitted sentences. In truth, all 

subjects were compensated equally but the deception ensures that subjects were engaged in the 

task and followed the instructions as given. Subjects were randomized into a condition ensuring 

that between-condition differences cannot be the result of individual variation. No subject was 

used more than once, ensuring that subject fatigue is not an issue. In total, Study 1 produced 

4,089 unique observations. All procedures were approved by the IRB and all subjects were given 

their informed consent. 

7.1: Experimental Logic and Experimental Scope 
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 Given that the connection between experiments and the real-world is not always 

immediately clear, it may prove useful to discuss the initial conditions, instantiations, and overall 

scope of the experiments. At base, the diffusion of information within any network requires the 

passing of information (here, instantiated as “messages”) between two or more people. The form 

of these messages can be verbal or textual, or can result from behavioral observation and 

demonstration. As noted previously, individuals may make mistakes when sending information 

(typos, etc), or may make mistakes when receiving information (mishearing someone during a 

conversation)—in either case, an error has been introduced into the contagion. Further, and as 

discussed, the format of the information conveyed (high/low redundancy) makes it more or less 

robust to error accumulation. When presented with messages containing errors, individuals may 

attempt to correct these flaws by introducing new characters into the message in an attempt to 

repair meaning. Taken as a whole, the theory and experimental procedures represent a best-case 

scenario as the information to be received and transmitted is minimal, and entities competing for 

attentional and cognitive resources kept to a minimum. While the instantiations and conditioning 

of the phenomena are relatively specific, the broader implications shed light on the fundamental 

processes occurring in any type of verbal, written, or behavior contagion involving two or more 

human beings who are able to perceive and correct flaws in received communiques.  

7.2: Linear Network Using Laboratory Population, Dependent Variables 

 The analyses are subdivided into two separate, but related, components: evolutionary and 

consecutive fidelity (Figures 10 and 11, respectively). Consecutive fidelity is defined as the 

semantic similarity of each child sentence to its parent. In a contagion composed of nodes A-B-
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C, the consecutive similarity would be measured as the meaning similarity of A to B, and of B to 

C. In other words, consecutive similarity is the degree to which a participant’s input matches her 

output. Evolutionary fidelity is perhaps the more intuitive of the analytical frameworks. Here, 

evolutionary fidelity is defined as the meaning similarity of each child sentence to the original 

seed sentence. In a network composed of nodes A-B-C, evolutionary fidelity would be defined as 

A to B, and A to C. Whereas evolutionary fidelity provides the total amount of error that has 

crept into the contagion over the course of the diffusion, consecutive fidelity gives the rate of 

error accumulation. These are not separate datasets or experimental conditions—rather, 

evolutionary and consecutive fidelity are different analytic approaches to examining the same 

data.  

 The vast majority of research on error in diffusion processes (Adamic et al., 2014; 

Leskovec, Backstrom & Kleinberg, 2009; Mei & Zhai, 2005; Simmons, Adamic & Adar, 2011) 

relies on some variety of string length, or Levenshtein distance, to assess error accumulation 

(Levenshtein, 1965). Levenshtein distance quantifies the number of strings that would have to 

change to convert a given string into another string, and string length quantifies the number of 

strings within a message. Both methods focus on the characters within a message, and not the 

meaning of the message itself. Humans, unlike algorithms, are able to recognize messages that 

mean similar things despite being composed of different characters. The result of this is that 

Levenshtein distance and string length can easily over- or under- estimate the rate of semantic 

error accumulation during a diffusion. Study 1 avoids this problem by using a set of semantic 

coders to assess message meaning. The coders were native English speakers, and were instructed 
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how to code the sentences. All coders were blind to the hypotheses of the study. Coders were 

instructed to read each sentence pairing, and rate their similarity on a 0-100 scale (1 being least 

similar, 100 being most similar). Four to five human coders independently read and scored each 

pair, and the presentation of sentence pairs was randomized. To combat fatigue, coders were paid 

on an hourly basis—versus a per sentence scored rate.  

 The results of the coding process are used in two ways. First, the mean of the scores for 

each comparison are used as a measure of meaning fidelity (Figure 12). The higher the mean, the 

more the coders viewed the messages as similar in semantic content. Assessing semantic 

similarity means allows for the testing of Hypotheses 1 and 2.  

 H3 is assessed by taking the standard deviation of both evolutionary and consecutive 

fidelity across lineages that share the same seed and experimental condition (Figure 13). This 

serves as the measure of diversification. In short, error correction should preserve meaning over 

time, but should also periodically give rise to drastically different forms of the contagion. This 

process should not result from gradual accumulation of error, but instead from unpredictable 

failures in error correction. In order to observe these unpredictable failures, one selects 

comparable lineages and finds the dispersion of their fidelity scores after the same number of 

transmissions. When the standard deviation of consecutive fidelity across comparable lineages is 

small, each lineage is experiencing roughly similar levels of change at each step (e.g., 

corruption), while larger standard deviations indicate greater variety in the amount of change at 

each step (e.g., diversification). Similarly, when the standard deviation of evolutionary fidelity 

across comparable lineages is small, each lineage should be experiencing roughly similar total 
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levels of change over the course of diffusion (e.g., corruption), while larger standard deviations 

indicate that each lineage should be experiencing different total amounts of change over the 

course of diffusion (e.g., diversification). Thus, in both cases, small standard deviations would be 

consistent with a corruption-like process of gradual decay, while larger standard deviations 

would be consistent with unpredictable and substantial changes in meaning resulting from 

diversification. If error correction does in fact give rise to mutant forms of the contagion, 

analyses should reveal greater differences between lineages when error correction is present than 

when it is not.  

 It is important note that while the mean and dispersion scores are related, they capture 

different elements of the contagion and mutation process. The mean measures the general or 

central tendency of the coders. In contrast, the dispersion score measures how much each lineage 

varies from comparable others. As a result, error correction can both improve mean fidelity, as 

well as generate increased dispersion scores between lineages.  

7.3: Linear Network Using Laboratory Population, Independent and Control Variables  

 Study 1 codes the number of transmissions a message has experienced, as well as the 

proposed experimental condition. “Transmissions” refers to the number of times a message has 

been read and transmitted by a distinct participant, and ranges from one to ten. “Format” equals 

one when the English condition is used, and zero when the Text condition is used (used only in 

Table 1). Correction equals one when Error Correction is present, and zero when No Error 

Correction is present.  
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 Study 1 also employs Leveshtein distance to examine changes in character composition. 

While semantic content and character composition are likely related, sufficiently large changes 

in character content may change the meaning of a given sentence.  

7.4: Linear Network Using Laboratory Population, Analytic Strategy 

A series of regression models were run, which predict consecutive character fidelity, 

evolutionary character fidelity, the dispersion of consecutive character fidelity, and the 

dispersion of evolutionary character fidelity across comparable lineages. Results are presented in 

Table 1. Due to the interdependence of observations in models examining dispersion across 

lineages, models are adjusted for the clustering of observations. 

7.5: Linear Network Using Laboratory Population, Results and Discussion 

Error correction does dramatically improve consecutive fidelity (8.311, p<0.001) but to a 

diminishing extent as the contagion continues to diffuse (-0.484, p<0.10).  These findings are 

consistent with the Error Correction Hypothesis, which predicts that error correction mechanisms 

will generally preserve semantic content. Finally, Levenshtein distance has a negative effect on 

consecutive fidelity (-1.089, p<0.001), indicating that changes to the characters used in a 

message tend to degrade its fidelity. Even so, the remaining significant effects confirm that 

semantic content is substantially independent of the specific characters used to convey it, 

confirming the usefulness of our approach; even in the presence of changing characters, semantic 

meaning can be effectively transferred throughout a network. This, in turn, suggests that the 

study of message meaning is important and contributes above and beyond the study of character 

change during diffusions.  
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The effects of format and error correction on consecutive fidelity are illustrated in Figure 

14. These values indicate the predicted change in fidelity at a particular transition, rather than 

total change over the course of the lineage. Messages passed with error correction display 

consistently high levels of consecutive fidelity throughout the course of the diffusion to a 

diminishing extent. Text and English messages in the correction condition appear to diverge 

slightly in their levels of consecutive fidelity, but this difference is not significant. In contrast, 

the consecutive fidelity of messages passed without error correction remains stable or actually 

increases over the course of diffusion. English without correction increases the most in 

consecutive fidelity. These results suggest that without error correction, a message may rapidly 

lock-in on a stable, though mutated, form. In contrast, messages passed with error correction tend 

to diverge more and more substantially from their immediate predecessors the longer they have 

been diffusing. 

The preceding results indicate how message format and error correction impact the rate 

of mutations, but what are their impacts on the accumulation of errors over time? Modeling 

indicates that evolutionary fidelity (Table 1, Model 2) decreases linearly with the number of 

transmissions (-1.365, p<0.01). Surprisingly, standard English initially degrades fidelity (-5.471, 

p<0.01) but has a positive interaction with the number of transmissions (1.814, p<0.001). The net 

result is that over the course of diffusion, the redundancy of correct English grammar preserves 

meaning better than lower entropy alternatives (i.e., text messaging pidgin). This result supports 

the Entropy Meaning Hypothesis. Error correction has an extremely strong and positive effect on 

evolutionary fidelity (16.126, p<0.001), which supports the Error Correction Hypothesis. 
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Message format and error correction do not interact, but the three-way interaction between 

format, correction, and transmissions is marginally significant (-0.813, p<0.10). Finally, 

Levenshtein distance is negatively related to evolutionary fidelity (-1.191, p<0.001), confirming 

that while character changes degrade semantic fidelity, they are not equivalent to semantic 

fidelity. 

The marginal effects of format and error correction on evolutionary fidelity are illustrated 

in Figure 15, with all control variables set to their means. The most striking finding is that 

messages in standard English that are transmitted with error correction exhibit very little 

mutation over the course of diffusion. Indeed, the predicted loss of fidelity over eleven 

transmissions is less than five percent, though a substantial loss of fidelity is incurred at the first 

transmission. This indicates that, on average, messages transmitted in lower entropy formats with 

error correction arrive at a distant node with very similar meaning as when they departed. 

However, error correction does not provide the same benefits for messages passed in higher 

entropy formats, with fidelity declining from a bit under seventy percent to only a bit over fifty 

percent. Thus, the success of error correction appears to rely to some extent on higher 

redundancy message formats that provide more of a basis for human inference. Lower entropy 

message formats (i.e., standard English) diffusing without error correction show relatively stable 

levels of fidelity, hovering around fifty percent, while higher entropy formats (i.e., text 

messaging pidgin) show a linear decline in fidelity from a bit over fifty percent to somewhat less 

than forty percent. This is particularly interesting as the subjects in the study, college students, 

should be experienced with, and proficient at, using text messaging pidgin. Nevertheless, it still 
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shows a more pronounced decline in fidelity than standard English. On the whole, these results 

are consistent with both the Entropy Meaning Hypothesis and the Error Correction Hypothesis: 

lower entropy formats and error correction both provide advantages for preserving meaning. At 

the same time, error correction works best when combined with lower entropy message formats, 

and is less effective otherwise. In order for humans to successfully infer the meaning of a 

message, they must have access to information on which to base such inferences. When higher 

entropy message formats deny this information, the inferences tend to be less effective, even 

when the population is comfortable with these formats. 

Examining the dispersion of fidelity scores across comparable lineages, allows for the 

testing of the Diversification Hypothesis. The cross-lineage standard deviation of the consecutive 

fidelity scores (Table 1, Model 3) is not significantly related to the number of transmissions or to 

the square of the number of transmissions. Lower entropy formats (i.e., English) have no obvious 

effect, but error correction reduces the standard deviation of coder scores (-4.319, p<0.05), 

contrary to the Diversification Hypothesis. However, the three-way interaction between format, 

correction, and transmissions is significant (1.452, p<0.01), suggesting that over several 

transmissions likelihood of diversification may be growing. Finally, the Levenshtein distance is 

positively related to the dispersion of coder scores (0.870, p<0.001); unsurprisingly, the greater 

the difference in the strings, the less similar the semantic similarity of those strings.  

The marginal effects of format and error correction on the cross-lineage dispersion of 

consecutive fidelity are illustrated in Figure 16, with all control variables set to their means. This 

again is dealing with the change at each step, rather than the total change over the entire 
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diffusion chain. Text messages transmitted with correction, as well as both types of messages 

transmitted without correction, show gradual decreases in cross-lineage consecutive dispersion. 

This indicates that in these conditions, the amount of change from parent to child in one lineage 

grows more similar to the change in a comparable lineage as the length of the diffusion chain 

increases. In contrast, English sentences transmitted with error correction show the opposite 

trend, with initially small differences across lineages that increase over the diffusion chain. This 

is consistent with the Diversification Hypothesis and suggests that in the English-Correction 

condition there is an increasing tendency to generate new, and very different, mutant forms of a 

social contagion with each new transmission.  

Finally, the standard deviation of the cross-lineage evolutionary fidelity scores (Table 1, 

Model 4) increases with the number of transmissions (1.070, p<0.05) at a decreasing rate (-

0.104, p<0.01). Thus, there is less cross-lineage consensus over the similarity between a 

descendant contagion and its original progenitor the longer that contagion has been diffusing. 

Message format and error correction have no significant main effects, but have a strongly 

negative interaction (-8.744, p<0.001), suggesting that English sentences transmitted with error 

correction tend to produce very similar levels of change over the course of diffusion. However, 

the three-way interaction between format, correction, and transmissions is significant and 

positive (1.182, p<0.01), suggesting that the picture is more complex. Finally, the Levenshtein 

distance is once more positively associated with the dispersion in evolutionary fidelity (0.639, 

p<0.001). This once more confirms that the semantic content of a message is distinct from the 

code used to convey it.  
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The marginal effects of format and error correction on the cross-lineage dispersion of 

evolutionary fidelity are illustrated in Figure 17, with all control variables set to their means. The 

predictions are, in general, similar to Figure 16. Text messages transmitted with correction, and 

text and English messages transmitted without correction, show similar trends in cross-lineage 

dispersion in evolutionary fidelity across the diffusion chain. However, English messages 

transmitted with correction both exhibit very low levels of cross-lineage dispersion initially, and 

increase substantially over the diffusion chain. Thus, while error correction benefits English 

messages initially, over the course of diffusion it produces more widely varying descendant 

messages than do the other conditions. By eleven transmissions, English lineages with correction 

differ from each other significantly more than any other type except for text lineages with 

correction. In other words, after lengthy diffusion chains, the presence of error correction 

actually produces more variability in the meaning of a message rather than less. This is 

consistent with the Diversification Hypothesis and shows that while correction improves the 

average fidelity of a message, it also produces more widely varying mutants. 

In total, the preceding results provide partial support for the Entropy Meaning hypothesis, 

but stronger support for both the Error Correction and Diversification Hypotheses. Higher 

entropy messages and error correction consistently improve fidelity, while simultaneously giving 

rise to diversified mutant versions.  

8: Linear Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Methods and Experimental Design 
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Here, a linear network is employed (Figure 1) once more, but uses Amazon Mechanical 

Turk
8
 workers as the study population. Much like Study 1, experimental methods are appropriate 

in that they allow for the control of all inputs, and to track the subsequent outputs. Unlike the 

software used in Study 1, Study 2 (and Study 3) use specially designed software supported in 

part by the Department of Defense.  

The implementation of Study 2 is identical to that of Study 1—participants are required 

to read, remember, and retransmit a series of ten sentences across eleven Rounds. Upon reaching 

the eleventh round, the software rewinds the social clock, and a new lineage begins at Round 1. 

The seed sentences used were identical to Study 1, and each sentence was presented on a 

computer screen for five seconds, and then replaced by blank space for five seconds. The subject 

was then given a prompt to rekey the sentence into a text box. 

The manipulations used in Study 2 differ slightly from those used in Study 1. Whereas 

Study 1 was a 2x2 design—message format crossed by Correction v. No Correction—Study 2 

manipulates only Correction V. No Correction. In both Correction and No Correction, standard 

English is used. In the No Correction condition, participants were exposed to a series of ten 

sentences on a computer terminal and asked to reproduce each sentence exactly as seen. In the 

Correction condition, subjects were exposed to a series of ten sentences and asked to generate a 

                                                 
8 MTurk was developed as an online labor market. It is being used by experimentalists as a source of experimental 

data (Kraut, Olson, Banaji, Bruckman, Cohen & Couper, 2003; 2004). Comparisons of laboratory data and 

participants (Buhrmeister, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011; Gosling & Johnson, 2010; Gosling, Sandy, John, & Potter, 

2011; Gosling, Vazire, Srivastava, & John, 2004) indicate that the AMT samples are more representative than 

traditional college samples, and the data are at least as reliable. Results from experiments conducted via AMT were 

consistent with those collected in the lab of a Midwestern university, and collected on Internet boards (Paolacci, 

Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010). 
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sentence reproducing the intended meaning of each stimulus sentence rather than the exact text 

(i.e., paraphrase).  

The use of only Correction v. No Correction is done for several reasons. First, as 

discussed in the results section prior, the majority of the action occurred in the Correction 

conditions. More redundant information packets should always maintain their integrity to a 

greater extent than lower redundancy formats. Further, and from a purely theoretical standpoint, 

the contribution of message format is relatively small compared to that of Correction conditions. 

This becomes increasingly true as more complex networks (Study 3) are explored where multiple 

versions of the same message must be reconciled.  

As noted, participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk population. As 

with Study 1, subjects were informed that their compensation depended on the accuracy of their 

retransmitted sentences. In reality, all subjects were compensated equally. Subjects were 

randomized into Correction v. No Correction conditions, and no subject was earned more than 

once. Subjects were compensated $0.75 for participation, and Study 2 produced 2,115 unique 

sentence transition observations. All procedures were approved by the IRB. 

Unlike Study 1, the environment of Study 2 is more similar to that of a real-world. Given 

that I lack total control over the environment in which participants took the study, there is a 

strong chance that everyday processes were competing for subjects’ attention and cognitive 

resources. In this way, Study 2 provides a more realistic link to the external world.  

Whereas Study 1 controlled for Levenshtein distance and relied on human coders to 

distinguish changes in semantic content, it is employed here as a dependent variable. This is 
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done for several reasons. First, significant delays in the development of this very useful software 

resulted in a limited time for data collection and analysis. While using human coders to 

determine semantic similarity is the best measure of meaningful information decay, the use of 

Levenshtein distance provides a reasonable estimation of information error accumulation. The 

results of the Levenshtein distance analysis for the crowdsourced linear network should follow a 

predictable trend. Should this trend be present, it suggests that crowdsourced populations are 

sufficient to produce valid observations, and that Levenshtein distance is in fact an adequate 

proxy for the effects of information decay on semantic change. Second, further analysis of the 

data generated in Study 1 showed Levenshtein distance, on average, to be correlated with coder 

ratings of semantic similarity. Last, semantic change in the sentences is inherently tied to 

character change—not perfectly, but within reason.   

8.1: Linear Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Dependent Variables 

As with Study 1, the analyses are subdivided into evolutionary and consecutive 

perspectives (Figures 10, and 11). Unlike Study 1, this method of analysis employs Levenshtein 

character similarity rather than semantic similarity. Thus, consecutive fidelity is the character 

similarity of each child sentence to its parent sentence (i.e., how closely each respondent’s output 

matches their input). Evolutionary fidelity is the character similarity of each child sentence to the 

original seed sentence (i.e., how closely each respondent’s output matches the original stimulus). 

Evolutionary fidelity provides a measure of the total amount of character error that has crept 

into the contagion over the course of its diffusion, whereas consecutive fidelity provides a 

measure of the rate of character mutation over the course of the diffusion. Evolutionary and 
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consecutive character fidelity are different ways of examining the same data, rather than totally 

separate datasets or different experimental conditions. 

As with Study 1, the results of the Levenshtein distance analyses are used in two separate 

ways. First, the mean Leveschtein character distance of both consecutive and evolutionary 

perspectives is taken, and this is used as a measure of character fidelity (similar to the meaning 

fidelity use in Study 1). Higher Levenshtein means suggest that any two given messages were 

more, versus less, similar in their character composition.  

In addition to examining Levenshtein mean character distances, the analyses also look at 

the standard deviation of both consecutive and evolutionary Levenshtein distance means across 

comparable lineages—lineages that share the same seed sentence and experimental condition. 

Much like Study 1, it is anticipated that error correction will preserve character content over 

time, but should also periodically give rise to drastically different messages, as measured from a 

character content perspective. When the consecutive standard deviations across lineages are low, 

each lineage is experiencing roughly similar levels of character alteration at each time step (i.e., 

decay). When the consecutive standard deviations are high, each lineage is experiencing greater 

amounts of character decay at each time step. Similarly, when the evolutionary standard 

deviations are relatively low, each lineage is experiencing low levels of character decay 

throughout the course of the diffusion. When the evolutionary standard deviations are high 

across comparable lineages, each lineage is experiencing different amounts of total character 

change. In both cases, and similar to Study 1, low standard deviations are suggestive of a gradual 
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process of decay and high standard deviations are indicative of unpredictable and substantial 

changes in message character composition.  

8.2: Linear Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Independent and Control Variables 

Similar to Study 1, a number of independent variables are employed during model 

estimations. “Transmissions” codes the number of times a message has been read and 

retransmitted by a unique participant, and ranges here from 1-11. Unlike Study 1, the experiment 

is not conditioned by message format and thus this variable is not included. “Correction” equals 

one when the Error Correction manipulation was used, and zero when the No Correction 

manipulation was used.  

 In addition, several interaction variables are fit. First, a squared term for Transmissions is 

included to test whether character decay within each message is stable, accelerates, or 

decelerates throughout the course of the diffusion. Second, Correction and Transmissions are 

interacted to determine whether their effects vary throughout the course of the diffusion event.  

8.3: Linear Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Analytic Strategy 

A series of regression models predicting consecutive character fidelity, evolutionary 

character fidelity, the dispersion of consecutive character fidelity, and the dispersion of 

evolutionary character fidelity across comparable lineages are estimated. Results are presented in 

Table 2. All models are adjusted for the clustering of observations. 

8.4: Linear Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Results 

Turning to the results of the linear network which used crowdsourcing techniques and 

utilizes only Levenshtein distance, we find that the number of transmissions significantly 
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impacts character decay. Beginning with consecutive Levenshtein character fidelity (Table 2, 

Model 5, Figure 18), analysis reveals that transmission impacts character decay (-3.530, p<0.01) 

at a decreasing rate (0.193, p<0.05, one tailed). Each child sentence, from a character standpoint, 

resembles its parent less closely than the parent resembles the grandparent, but to a diminishing 

extent. Levenshtein mean distances are considerably higher in the Correction condition v. the No 

Correction condition (11.121, p<0.01). The interaction of transmission with correction yields a 

non-significant effect (-0.303, p=ns). Moving to evolutionary Levenshtein character fidelity, 

(Table 2, Model 6), Figure 19, analysis suggests that the number of transmissions increases 

Levenshtein distance (8.865, p<0.001) at a decreasing rate (-0.433, p<0.001). The evolutionary 

comparison results suggest that the message characters are locking into a stable format where 

character alterations are occurring less and less frequently. Correction has a significant impact on 

Levenshtein character fidelity (15.557, p<0.05)--the use of Correction results in more character 

alteration than when No Correction is present. As with Model 5, the interaction of Correction 

and transmission is non-significant (-0.845). 

Next, the consecutive dispersion of Levenshtein character scores across comparable 

lineages is analyzed (Table 2, Model 7), Figure 20). The cross lineage standard deviation, as 

measured consecutively, reduces with each successive transmission (-1.697, p<0.001), and does 

so in a roughly linear fashion. Similar to Model 6, the presence of Correction significantly 

increases the the standard deviations across comparable lineages (6.41, p<0.001). That is, the 

standard deviations of the Levenshtein scores, in the presence of Correction v. No Correction, 

increase when Correction is present. This speaks, in part, to the Diversification Hypothesis. As 
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participants are asked to correct potentially flawed messages, they introduce new characters 

which the standard deviations of the Levenshtein scores pick up. Of course, without semantic 

codings, it is not possible to determine whether these changes are gravitating towards, or away 

from, the original sentence meaning. As with prior models, the interaction of transmission and 

correction yields a non-significant effect (-0.011). Examining the evolutionary dispersion of 

Levenshtein character change (Table 2, Model 8), Figure 21), results show that each transmission 

significantly reduces the standard deviation of the Levenshtein distance scores (-2.533, p<0.001) 

at an increasing rate (0.174, p<0.001)--though the rate of change is much greater in the presence 

of Correction. Similar to Model 7, the presence of Correction initially and significantly increases 

the Levenshtein standard deviations across lineages increase (4.756, p<0.001). Unlike Models 5, 

6, and 7, the interaction of Correction and transmission does yield a significant result (-1.584, 

p<0.001). With each additional transmission in the presence of Correction, Lev distances across 

comparable lineages decrease.  

As noted, Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21 graphically depict these results. On the left axis are 

the Levenshtein distance means or standard deviations, and the bottom axis is the transmission 

number. 

8.5: Linear Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Discussion 

Here, the network structure used in Study 1 was replicated, and employed crowdsourcing 

to quickly and efficiently gather data. Without speaking to human rated measurements of 

sentence similarity, the analyses of Levenshtein character alterations suggest that 1) the software 
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is performing as expected, and 2) that crowdsourced populations are sufficient to generate valid 

observations.  

Turning to the main trends revealed in the analyses, several general processes are noted. 

First, the general pattern of Levenshtein distance means and standard deviations is negative. 

Viewed from the consecutive and evolutionary frameworks, and either within or between 

comparable lineages, the character distance between comparable sentences tends to decrease 

with each successive transmission—this could be interpreted as meaning the semantic meaning 

of each comparable sentence is increasing. It should be noted, however, that interpreting 

character change from perspective of semantic meaning is cloudy at best. The manners in which 

the characters are “locking-in” in terms of their decreasing change may have something to do 

with the structural properties of English (or any language for that matter). That is, the 

grammatical structure of language likely places upper and lower limits on the extent to which 

characters can change in meaningful ways. The effect of Correction produces positive and 

significant coefficients across all models. That is, Correction tends to increase the character 

distance of all comparable sentences. This, viewed from the perspective of semantic similarity, 

suggests that Correction increases the difference in message meaning.  

9: Lattice Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Methods and Experimental Design 

Study 3 marks the first of many structure oriented questions this project will ask. Here, a 

lattice network structure (Figure 2) is examined. The lattice structure is composed of two parallel 

crossing linear networks. Unlike the linear network, each individual transmits to two additional 

nodes. The lattice network structure is the theoretical and practical next step in this program 
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because it addresses a fundamental question in this research program—how does the presence of 

multiple versions of the same seed sentence, from which the participant must output a single 

sentence, impact the accumulation of character decay? Understanding this process is crucial in 

exploring additional networks where multiple messages arrive at the same node. Further, 

understanding this process will help in the production of agent based models which can quickly 

generate insights and assumptions into how error accumulation processes operate in the real 

world and thus, how to better design future experiments.  As with Studies 1 and 2, experimental 

methods are appropriate in that they allow for control of the inputs, and to track the subsequent 

outputs.  

The implementation of Study 3 is nearly identical to that of Study 1 and 2—participants 

are required to read, remember, and retransmit a series of ten sentences across five rounds. Upon 

reaching the fifth round, the software rewinds the social clock, and a new lineage begins at round 

1. The use of five rounds (versus eleven in Studies 1 and 2) is the result of a methodological 

decision. Each round of the lattice network is composed of two nodes—in order to keep the 

number of nodes relatively comparable across different structures, a reduction in rounds in Study 

3 was necessary. The seed sentences used were identical to Studies 1 and 2, and each sentence 

was presented on a computer screen for five seconds, and then replaced by blank space for five 

seconds. The subject was then given a prompt to rekey the sentence into a text box. Further, 

Study 3 is conditioned in the same manner as Study 2—by Correction and No Correction. The 

logic for dropping the format condition remains the same as that stated in Study 2. Additionally, 

the recruitment, informed consent process, and compensation of participants from Mechanical 
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Turk was identical to that used in Study 2. Study 3 produced 3,561 unique sentence transition 

observations. Last, Study 3 utilizes only Levenshtein character distance as a primary dependent 

variable, for the same reasons noted in Study 2. 

9.1: Lattice Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Dependent Variables 

As with Studies 1 and 2, analyses are subdivide into evolutionary and consecutive 

perspectives (Figures 10, and 11). As with Study 2, the method of analysis employed in Study 3 

uses Levenshtein character similarity rather than semantic similarity. As with the previous 

studies, analyses are divided into consecutive and evolutionary perspectives. In the same vein as 

Studies 1 and 2, the results of the Levenshtein distance analyses are used in two separate ways: 

1) within lineage changes in the mean of the Levenshtein distance scores, and 2) across lineage 

changes in the standard deviations of mean Levenshtein distance scores.  

9.2: Lattice Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Independent and Control Variables 

The independent and control variables used in Study 3 are identical to those used in 

Study 2. “Transmissions” codes the number of times a message has been read and retransmitted 

by a unique participant, and ranges here from 1-5. As with Study 2, message format is not 

included. All sentences are presented in standard English. “Correction” equals one when the 

Error Correction manipulation was used, and when the No Correction manipulation was used.  

 In addition, several interaction variables are fit. First, a squared term for Transmissions is 

included to test whether character decay within each message is stable, accelerates, or 

decelerates throughout the course of the diffusion. Second, Correction and Transmissions are 

interacted to determine whether their effects vary throughout the course of the diffusion event.  
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9.3: Lattice Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Analytic Strategy 

The analytic strategy for Study 3 is identical to those of Studies 1 and 2. A series of 

regression models predicting consecutive character fidelity, evolutionary character fidelity, the 

dispersion of consecutive character fidelity, and the dispersion of evolutionary character fidelity 

across comparable lineages are fit. Results are presented in Table 3.  

9.4: Lattice Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Results 

We now move to the lattice network configuration described previously (Table 3, Model 

9, Figure 22). As noted, participants receive multiple versions of the same seed sentence, and 

must somehow synthesize them into a single sentence. In order to control for the number of 

nodes across different types of networks (i.e., linear and lattice), the number of rounds in the 

lattice network is limited to 5, whereas the number of rounds in the linear network was 10. This 

is because the lattice network requires more nodes per round. The effect of transmission, from 

the consecutive perspective, is non-significant (3.226), and there is no significant change in the 

rate of decay throughout the duration of the message transmission (-0.508, p=ns). Correction 

significantly increases Levenshtein distance scores (20.46, p<0.001). The interaction of 

transmission with Correction reveals no impact on Levenshtein distance scores (-1.011, p=ns).   

Looking at evolutionary Levenshtein distance scores (Table 3, Model 10, Figure 23), 

analyses show that each transmission significantly increases character alteration within the 

message (14.464, p<0.001), and that this process significantly decreases over time (-1.601, 

p<.01). The presence of Correction also significantly increases character alteration as 

participants try to reconcile different, and potentially flawed, messages (25.663, p<0.001). The 
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interaction of Correction and transmission does not significantly impact Levenshtein distance 

scores (-1.312, p=ns).  

Turning to the standard deviations of Levenshtein distance scores across comparable 

lineages (Table 3, Model 11, Figure 24) from the consecutive perspective, results suggest that 

each transmission significantly increases the standard deviations of the Levenshtein distance 

scores (5.098, p<0.001), and this occurs at a significantly decreasing rate (-0.613, p<0.01). That 

is, with each successive transmission of a given message, the standard deviations of the mean 

Levenshtein distance scores is decreasing. This suggests less and less dramatic changes in the 

message’s character content. The presence of Correction decreases the standard deviations across 

comparable lineages (-0.923, p<0.001). Last, analyses show that the interaction of Correction 

and Transmission significantly decreases the standard deviations of Levenshtein distance scores 

across lineages (-1.277, p<0.001).  

We now turn to the evolutionary model of Levenshtein distance score standard deviations 

across lineages (Table 3, Model 12, Figure 25). Here, results show that transmission count does 

not impact standard deviations (-1.376, p=ns). As expected, the effect of transmission squared is 

similarly non-significant (-0.414).  The model shows an effect for the interaction of Correction 

and transmission count, however (-0.548, p<0.001). The presence of Correction works to reduce 

the Levenshtein distance standard deviations across lineages (-0.548, p<0.001). With multiple 

opportunities at properly correcting flawed sentences, Correction is particularly effective.  
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As noted, Figures 22, 23, 24, and 25 graphically depict these results. On the left axis are 

the Levenshtein distance means or standard deviations, and the bottom axis is the transmission 

number. 

9.5: Lattice Network Using Crowdsourced Population, Discussion 

 Coupled to Study 2, Study 3 provides additional evidence that the software is operating 

as expected and that Mechanical Turk is a valid resource for gathering data points. Examination 

of the models 9, 10, 11, and 12 reveal several general patterns. First, character distance between 

comparable sentences tends to increase with each transmission. As noted in the discussion of 

Study 2, this suggests that semantic similarity is decreasing.  Though, as noted, direct 

interpretations of the relationship between semantic meaning and character change are difficult 

to assess. The effect of Correction dramatically increases the character distance between 

comparable pairs (Models 9 and 10), and decreases the standard deviations between comparable 

sentences across lineages (Models 11 and 12). Across all models, analyses show that the rate of 

change of characters across comparable sentences is negative, suggesting a lock-in process 

whereby characters are slowly ceasing to alter. Whereas Study 2 revealed no effect for the 

interaction of Correction and Transmission, Study 3 finds one. Examining the standard deviation 

scores of Levenshtein distance means, results show that Correction has an impact, but that this 

effect decreases with each successive transmission. 

10: A Comparison of Linear and Lattice Networks Using a Crowdsourced Population 

The ultimate goal of this project is to understand how network structure impacts the 

process of error accumulation throughout the course of a diffusion event. When examining 
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Tables 2 and 3, several differences are present. Within a linear network, each successive 

transmission tends to decrease the amount of character change between comparable sentences. 

For the lattice network structure, the opposite holds true. For the linear network, the effect of 

Correction is uniformly positive—that is, Correction increases the character distance and 

character change standard deviations between comparable sentences. In comparison, Correction 

increases the character distance means between comparable sentences, but decreases the 

character change standard deviations between comparable sentences. While comparing and 

contrasting main effects across the different models is useful and informative, it does not allow 

one to test for differences in the two network structures.  

In order to do this, a full model containing the data from both linear and lattice structures 

(Table 4) is produced. Here, Correction is coded as one when Correction is present, and as zero 

when No Correction is present. The variable “Structure” is coded as 1 when referencing the 

lattice network, and as zero when referencing the linear network.  

As noted, the ultimate aim of this dissertation, and the work to follow, is to understand 

how different network structures impact error accumulation. Table 4 provides the first analysis of 

this inquiry, and arguably, the first analysis of its kind. Turning to the consecutive analysis of 

mean character change (Model 13, Table 4, Figure 26) analyses reveal no effect for the number 

of transmissions on Levenshtein  character change across linear and lattice networks (-1.909, 

p=ns). As expected, there is no effect for the transmission squared term (4.034, p=ns). The 

presence of Correction, however, does significantly increase the measure of Levenshtein 

character change distance across both types of networks (13.475, p<0.001). Turning to the focal 
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point of the model, results show that the nature of the structure does significantly impact the rate 

of Lev distance change. Compared to linear networks, the baseline of Levenshtein character 

change is significantly higher in lattice networks (12.719, p<0.001). This is most likely due to 

the fact that participants must synthesize multiple versions of the same seed sentence and create 

one single output sentence. While character change, and not semantic meaning is measured here, 

the presence of notable differences across two basic network structures is suggestive that the 

accumulation of error is dependent on the pipes through which it flows.  

The interaction of network structure and Correction is significant at the one-tailed level 

(5.65, p<.05). The interaction of Correction and transmission number is not significant (-0.595).  

Model 14, Table 4 depicts the analysis of Levenshtein character change score from the 

evolutionary framework (Figure 27). Unlike Model 13, the effect of transmission number is 

positive and significant (14.311, p<0.001), and this process decreases at a significant rate (-

1.559, p<0.001). Unlike Model 13, analyses show no effect for nature of the network structure (-

2.113, p=ns), the interaction of structure with Correction (7.781, p=ns), or the interaction of 

Correction with transmission number (-0.419, p=ns). As with the Figure 26, the Correction 

lattice condition does have the highest overall Levenshtein baseline. Similarly, both No 

Correction conditions across both types of networks have the lowest baseline Levenshtein 

distances.  

Turning to Model 15, Table 4, the consecutive perspective on standard deviation changes 

across lineages (Figure 28) is examined. The number of transmissions, here, has no impact on 

changes in the Levenshtein distance score standard deviations across lineages (1.181). Correction 
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does has a powerful impact on Levenshtein  character change standard errors--in the presence of 

Correction across both types of networks, Correction significantly increases Levenshtein  score 

standard deviations (10.843, p<0.001). As with Model 14, the nature of the network structure has 

a powerful effect on standard deviation character error change (8.962, p<0.001). Compared to 

linear networks, lattice networks generate greater standard deviations across comparable 

lineages. This is, in part, likely due to the effect of the No Correction lattice condition. Unlike 

the other three conditions, this cell is marked by increasing amounts of Levenshtein distance 

standard deviations. The interaction of network structure and Correction yields a significant 

effect (-11.341, p<0.001). Here, the presence of Correction generates more standard deviation in 

the Levenshtein score standard deviations when operating in the linear network. Last, results 

show that Correction and Transmission count significantly impact consecutive scores of 

Levenshtein distance standard deviation (-1.407, p<0.001). When Correction is present, standard 

deviations in the Levenshtein scores increase across lineages.   

Last, we turn to Model 16, Table 4, which examines standard deviations scores from the 

evolutionary perspective across linear and lattice networks (Figure 29). The number of 

transmissions experienced by the message significantly impacts its Levenshtein score standard 

deviation (-1.512, p<0.05). With each successive transmission of a message, standard deviations 

across lineages decrease. Correction is strongly and positively associated with increased standard 

deviations (4.332, p<0.001), and this effect remains relatively stable throughout the life of the 

message (0.031, p<ns). Unlike Models 13, and 14, the nature of the network structure does not 

impact the standard deviations of the Levenshtein scores (0.046). The interaction of structure and 
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Correction is strong, and negative (-5.826, p<0.001). This suggests that Correction, in the 

presence of the linear network, generates more standard deviations in Levenshtein distance 

scores than in the presence of lattice networks. No Correction across network structure has a 

virtually indistinguishable effect. Last, analyses show that Correction and Transmission count is 

negatively and strongly associated (-1.371, p<0.001). This suggests that with each successive 

transmission, in the Correction condition, Levenshtein score standard deviations across lineages 

decrease.  

As noted, Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29 graphically depict these results. On the left axis are 

the Levenshtein distance means or standard deviations, and the bottom axis is the transmission 

number. 

11: General Discussion 

This research placed error in diffusion events front and center, as opposed to artificially 

precluding error. The theory and results contained in this manuscript suggest that error is a 

fundamentally important component of social processes, and in particular, network diffusion. 

Given the wide amount of diversification observed throughout these studies, the ability of 

contagions to reach disparate ends of a given network may be overestimated. This is because the 

message which originated on one side of the network may quickly mutate and become something 

quite unlike its original self. The most glaring finding from these studies is that error matters—

models of processes occurring within social networks must take into account human inabilities. 

Additionally, the medium through which a communique is transmitted matters, and this suggests 

that blanket models of diffusion which cover all forms of communication are inaccurate, at best.  
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The experiments here focused on textual, written communiques and are thus most 

directly relevant to linguistic diffusion in a textual form. This should not be seen as a negative, 

however, as a great deal of modern diffusion events take place in exactly this form. More 

generally, however, is the fact that virtually all contagions require some form of human 

communication (face to face, email, etc). Even in the case of contagions involving static and 

duplicable entities such as sharing a song on the internet, the ways in which we consume and 

experience these duplicable entities is heavily influenced by the knowledge we share with one 

another about them. This knowledge is, often, transmitted either verbally or via written text. 

More generally, these results shed light on the ways in which social networks can shape our 

perceptions and information flows. Podolny (2001) likens networks to pipes which impact the 

manners in which information flows. Different arrangements of pipes yield different flows of 

information. This work shows that different arrangements of pipes yield different patterns of 

error accumulation during contagion events.  

Yet, it may not just be the pipes that matter. Pipes connect nodes—otherwise known as 

humans—and humans come with all variety of mechanisms that can further shape and mutate the 

information they receive. When faced with different or competing incoming communications, 

factors such as interpersonal trust, or status distinctions, will likely impact the mutation process. 

Indeed, even when the potential for communication clarification is present, significant status 

differentials may result in the receiver opting to “play it safe” and make a best guess. Further, 

human beings do not simply approach incoming information sets without internal preference or 

want—this suggests that certain contagions and diffusions may enjoy a competitive advantage 
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simply because they are more “appealing” than others. From this perspective, it could be the case 

that similar others share similar preferences for various contagions. It would then stand to reason 

that in the case of a diffusion event, homophily mechanisms would lead different forms of the 

same contagion to be clustered across a network.  

The intentional manipulation of diffusion events is becoming increasingly popular.  The 

published empirical studies in this vein have yielded poor results (Carrell, Fullerton, & West, 

2009; Carrell, Sacerdote, & West, 2013; Sacerdote 2011), Yet, a recent meta-analysis (Thomas, 

McLellan, & Perera, 2013) finds attempts at leveraging contagion effects quite unsuccessful. 

While this is no doubt due to the many exogenous factors not under the researchers control, the 

results of these studies also suggest a different interpretation. The work on leveraging contagion 

implicitly assumes that the information they insert into the network at a strategic location 

remains static and unchanged as it travels throughout the network. As demonstrated, this is very 

likely not the case. Instead, the null results found by these researchers may stem from contagion 

corruption and mutation. Put simply, what they’re looking for either dropped out of the network, 

or has assumed a new form.  

An additional consequence for organizational behavior is the logic by which people may 

be given, or ask for, information. It stands to reason that in more directed organizational forms, 

informational transfer occurs between individuals with differing levels of authority, prestige, or 

trust. In contrast, in more informal networks such as social groups, individuals often seek out 

information from peers who they are similar to authority and prestige levels. In the latter, 

individuals likely feel relatively comfortable asking for and providing clarity should a suspected 
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information error occur. In the former, however, an opposing process likely occurs. Due to 

reputational concerns such as appearing competent, or due to status differences between 

individuals, people may be hesitant to ask for clarification when an information error is 

suspected to have occurred. Thus, it is the networks we intentionally structure for efficient and 

reliable communications that may be most prone to error accumulation. From this perspective, 

open and trusting interpersonal relations among super and subordinates are particularly 

important. Concepts such as psychological safety (Detert & Martin, 2014)—a cognitive and 

emotional state where individuals feel secure in asking questions and reporting mistakes—thus 

become highly relevant to the study of error accumulation.  

This perspective also has implications for the savvy manager who wishes to efficiently 

distribute information through a firm. While it may be tempting to simply locate a relatively 

central actor and insert a communique to be distributed, caution should be practiced as the 

message being diffused may be significantly different than what is intended. Practioners, then, 

may be wise to check in on their diffusions, and make sure what is being circulated throughout 

the network is accurate and intended.  

One question that remains is how individuals reconcile competing communications. 

While the use of a lattice network in Study 3 sheds light on this, the actual decision making 

process remains unobserved. A simple, yet informative, experiment could provide answers. The 

sentence codings used in Study 1 could be strategically handpicked and then presented to 

participants in an effort to understand their mental calculus. For example, randomized 

presentations of sentence pairings coded at quartiles—0-25% similar, 26-50% similar, 51-75% 
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similar, and 76-100% similar—would be presented to participants. From here, they would be 

asked to provide a detailed account of why they generated the output sentence they did. Further 

elaborations on this design could instantiate other node level qualities such as relative trust of the 

sender, or status differentials. More generally, little is known about the cognitive processes by 

which people make communication decisions—who they ask for information from or how node 

and tie characteristics impact how information is received. Receiving multiple input 

communications from similar, trusted parts of one’s network may result in improved error 

correction, whereas receiving different or competing messages from disparate parts of one’s 

network may reduce the ability to correct errors.  

12: Conclusion 

I, in an ongoing collaboration with Dr. Matthew E. Brashears, set out to understand how 

message format, human abilities to correct flawed messages, and network structure impacted the 

accumulation of error during contagion processes. In doing so, we give error the front stage and 

treat it as a fundamental social process. The most general implication is that with any model of a 

complex process, care must be taken in what is omitted and what is included. The results 

presented here suggest that the omission of error from diffusion models may be a serious 

problem which significantly limits our understanding of how diffusion events occur. As noted, 

attempts at leveraging contagions have been largely unsuccessful—flawed models due to error 

omission may contribute to these null findings.  

As noted, our simple networks generated a significant amount of data to be coded by 

human beings. With the advent of crowdsourcing via sites such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, 
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the time spent on coding semantic similarity can be greatly reduced. However, researchers are 

urged to carefully plan their experiments, and pay close attention to the amount of data being 

generated. While it has been suggested that researchers have chosen to artificially preclude error 

from their diffusion studies, it may also be the case that the investigative process is time 

intensive, difficult, and generally not appealing. Ideally, a careful balance may be struck between 

the automation and speed of algorithms which track changes in character content, and the 

semantic abilities of human coders. Indeed, work in machine learning is headed in just this 

direction.  
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14: Figures 

Figure 1: Experimental Design of Linear Telephone Game 
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Figure 2: Parallel Crossing Network 
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Figure 3: Bi-Directional Ring 
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Figure 4: Bi-Directional Ring with Shortcut 
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Figure 5: Bi-Directional Hub and Spoke 
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Figure 6: Bi-Directional Lattice
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Figure 7: Bi-Directional Lattice with Shortcut 
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Figure 8: Directed Hierarchy  
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Figure 9: Clustered Directed Hierarchy  
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Figure 10: Evolutionary Comparisons  
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Figure 11: Consecutive Comparisons
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Figure 12: Semantic Similarity
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Figure 13: Semantic Diversification
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Figure 14: Marginal plot of number of transmissions, error correction and message format on 

consecutive fidelity. 
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Figure 15: Marginal plot of number of transmissions, error correction and message format on 

evolutionary fidelity. 
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Figure 16: Marginal plot of number of transmissions, error correction and message format on the 

cross-lineage standard deviation of consecutive fidelity scores. 
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Figure 17: Marginal plot of number of transmissions, error correction and message format on the 

cross-lineage standard deviation of evolutionary fidelity scores. 
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Figure 18:  
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Figure 26: 
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Figure 28: 
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Figure 29:  
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15: Tables 

Table 1- Models of consecutive ratings, evolutionary ratings, cross-lineage SD of consecutive 

ratings, and cross-lineage SD of evolutionary ratings 

Model Number:  13 14 15 16 

DV:  

Consecutive 

Semantic 

Rating 

 Evolutionary 

Semantic 

Rating 

Consecutive 

Semantic 

Rating 

Lineage SD 

Evolutionary  

Semantic 

Rating 

Lineage SD 

          

Transmissions -1.840*** -1.365** 0.174 1.070* 

  (0.356) (0.471) (0.569) (0.417) 

Format  -2.129 -5.471** -2.401 -1.778 

  (1.371) (1.846) (2.018) (1.895) 

Correction 8.311*** 16.126*** -4.319* 1.028 

  (1.342) (1.806) (2.094) (1.466) 

Transmissions^2 0.155*** 0.003 -0.039 -0.104*** 

  (0.028) (0.037) (0.045) (0.033) 

Format x Transmissions 0.659* 1.814*** -0.311 -0.284 

  (0.282) (0.379) (0.421) (0.373) 

Correction x Transmission -4.84~ -0.059 -0.298 0.262 

  (0.253) (0.34) (0.408) (0.285) 

Format x Correction 2.461 -0.166 -4.488 -8.744*** 

  (1.819) (2.447) (2.918) (2.337) 

Format x Corrections x 

Transmissions 
-0.848* -0.813 1.452*** 1.182*** 

  (0.335) (0.451) (0.528) (0.428) 

Levenshtein Distance -1.089*** -1.191*** 0.870*** 0.639*** 

  (0.016) (0.019) (0.067) (0.087) 

Constant 99.273*** 100.726*** 12.545*** 13.849*** 

  (1.185) (1.558) (1.775) (1.636) 

Observations 4089 4089 4089 4089 

R-Squared 0.551 0.578 0.348 0.207 

 
    ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, ~*p<0.05 one-tailed. Standard errors in 

parentheses. 
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Table 2 - Models of consecutive Lev distance, evolutionary Lev distance, cross-lineage SD of 

consecutive Lev distance, and cross-lineage SD of evolutionary Lev distance for linear network 

using crowd sourcing 

 

Model Number:  5 6 7 8 

DV:  

Consecutive 

Lev 

Distance 

 

Evolutionary 

Lev 

Distance 

Consecutive 

Lev Distance 

Lineage SD 

Evolutionary  

Lev Distance 

Lineage SD 

          

Transmissions -3.530** 8.865*** -1.697*** -2.533*** 

  (-1.234) (-1.271) (-0.381) (-0.464) 

Correction 11.121** 15.557* 6.41*** 4.756*** 

  (-2.922) (-6.364) (-0.155) (-0.851) 

Transmissions^2 0.193~* -0.433*** 0.089* 0.174*** 

  (-0.101) (-0.087) (-0.031) (-0.038) 

Correction x Transmissions -0.303 -0.845 -0.011 -1.584*** 

  (-0.378) (-0.717) (-0.027) (-0.014) 

Constant 21.783*** 14.491** 18.63*** 23.561*** 

  (-2.983) (-4.67) (-0.821) (-1.001) 

Observations 2115 2115 2115 2115 

R-Squared 0.131 0.281 0.263 0.611 

 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, ~*p<0.05 one-tailed. Standard errors in parentheses. 
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Table 3 - Models of consecutive Lev distance, evolutionary Lev distance, cross-lineage SD of 

consecutive Lev distance, and cross-lineage SD of evolutionary Lev distance for lattice network 

using crowd sourcing  
 

Model Number:  9 10 11 12 

DV:  

Consecutive 

Lev 

Distance 

 Evolutionary 

Lev Distance 

Consecutive 

Lev 

Distance 

Lineage SD 

Evolutionary  

Lev Distance 

Lineage SD 

          

Transmissions 3.277 14.464*** 5.098*** -1.376 

  (3.226) (2.487) (0.968) (1.047) 

Correction 20.46*** 25.663*** -0.923*** -4.149*** 

  (4.361) (4.408) (0.145) (0.062) 

Transmissions^2 -0.508 -1.601*** -0.613** -0.414 

  (0.448) (0.309) (0.153) (0.167) 

Correction x Transmissions -1.011 -1.312 -1.277*** -0.548*** 

  (1.243) (0.968) (0.028) (0.017) 

Constant 20.771*** 8.52 14.767*** 22.307*** 

  (5.935) (5.362) (1.243) (1.365) 

Observations 3561 3561 3561 3561 

R-Squared 0.153 0.292 0.171 0.461 

 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, ~*p<0.05 one-tailed. Standard errors in parentheses. 
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Table 4 - Models of consecutive Lev distance, evolutionary Lev distance, cross-lineage SD of 

consecutive Lev distance, and cross-lineage SD of evolutionary Lev distance for linear and 

lattice networks using crowd sourcing  
 

Model Number:  13 14 15 16 

DV:  

Consecutive 

Lev 

Distance 

 Evolutionary 

Lev Distance 

Consecutive 

Lev Distance 

Lineage SD 

Evolutionary  

Lev Distance 

Lineage SD 

          

Transmissions -1.909 14.311*** 1.181 -1.513* 

  (2.944) (1.949) (1.212) (0.622) 

Correction 13.475*** 15.001* 10.843*** 4.332*** 

  (4.034) (5.897) (0.548) (0.622) 

Transmissions^2 0.211 -1.559*** -0.037 0.031 

  (0.411) (0.258) (0.179) (0.128) 

Structure 12.719*** -2.113 8.962*** -0.046 

  (2.142) (4.094) (0.163) (0.041) 

Structure x Correction 5.65~* 7.781 -11.341*** -5.826*** 

  (3.179) (5.302) (0.161) (0.065) 

Correction x Transmissions -0.595 -0.419 -1.407*** -1.371*** 

  (1.112) (0.9122) (0.181) (0.207) 

Constant 15.051** 10.655* 11.448*** 21.941*** 

  (4.753) (4.767) (1.659) (0.826) 

Observations 4553 4553 4553 4553 

R-Squared 0.214 0.271 0.191 0.453 

 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, ~*p<0.05 one-tailed. Standard errors in parentheses. 

 

 

 

 


